It is demonstrated that novel spin frustration can be induced in ferromagnets with nonuniform Landé g-factors. The frustrated state is characterized by a mutual interplay of typical ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AF) features, such as the zero-field susceptibility being FM-like at low temperatures but AF-like at high temperatures. It is also found to contain an exotic zerotemperature 'half fire, half ice' critical point at which the spins on one sublattice are fully disordered and on the other one are fully ordered. We suggest that such frustration may occur in a number of copper-iridium oxides such as Sr3CuIrO6. We also anticipate a realization of the frustration and 'partial fire, partial ice' states in certain antiferromagnets, lattice gas, and neuron systems.
It is demonstrated that novel spin frustration can be induced in ferromagnets with nonuniform Landé g-factors. The frustrated state is characterized by a mutual interplay of typical ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AF) features, such as the zero-field susceptibility being FM-like at low temperatures but AF-like at high temperatures. It is also found to contain an exotic zerotemperature 'half fire, half ice' critical point at which the spins on one sublattice are fully disordered and on the other one are fully ordered. We suggest that such frustration may occur in a number of copper-iridium oxides such as Sr3CuIrO6. We also anticipate a realization of the frustration and 'partial fire, partial ice' states in certain antiferromagnets, lattice gas, and neuron systems. Frustrated magnets are known to give rise to exotic magnetic states such as spin ice, spin glass, and spin liquid that may play important roles in quantum computing, spintronics, and unconventional superconductivity [1, 2] . The essence of frustration is known to be groundstate degeneracy which emerges as a consequence of competing exchange interactions among the spins. Such frustration demands that some or all of the exchange interactions be antiferromagnetic (AF) [Figs. 1(a)(b)], or in case the exchange interactions are all FM, that they have strong direction-dependent anisotropy [ Fig. 1(c) ].
Here we suggest a different mechanism of frustration, the one which can exist in magnets with uniform FM exchange interactions and is related to nonuniformity of the Landé g-factors. It is likely to exist in a class of copperiridium oxides such as (Sr,Ba) 2+n CuIr n O 3n+3 (n=1−4), Ba [3] [4] [5] [6] . For example, Sr 3 CuIrO 6 , once believed to be a model isotropic spin one-half (S = 1 2 ) chain ferromagnet [7, 8] , was found to display a strange spin glassy behavior with a typical FM and AF zero-field susceptibility at low and high temperatures, respectively [3] . These observations seemed to suggest the existence of substantial AF exchange interactions [3] [4] [5] [6] , but the recent first-principles symmetry analysis and resonant inelastic X-ray scattering experiments [9, 10] have reestablished the uniform FM nature of the effective exchange interactions in Sr 3 CuIrO 6 , though also demonstrating a strong Ising-like anisotropy [ Fig. 1(d) ]. Most importantly, it was found [9] that the different combinations of spin-orbit coupling and crystal-field splitting for the Cu and Ir ions make the g-factors strongly site dependent, viz. g ≈ 2 and −3 for the Cu and Ir sites, respectively, along the easy axis (see Supplemental Material [11] ). Below we demonstrate that such disparity in the g-factors does generate strong frustration in both zero-field and critical-field limits. disordered and ordered, respectively, at absolute zero temperature-reminiscent of the all-time favorite aesthetic concept of 'half fire, half ice.' Since the Ising model is one of the main models of condensed matter and statistical physics [15] having been applied even to explain the activity of neurons in the brain [16] , we anticipate that the present results to be widely applicable.
The model is defined by the Hamiltonian
which corresponds to N spins (σ i = ±1) on a line with periodic boundary conditions σ N +1 = σ 1 . h is a uniform longitudinal magnetic field. The g-factors are alternating with g i = g A for odd i and g i = g B for even i. We solve the model exactly using the transfer matrix method to calculate out the partition function and correlation functions (see Supplemental Material [11] ).
The T -h Phase Diagram-The field h on the nonuniform g A and g B factors can be regarded as the superposition of the uniform field of magnitude of h(g A + g B )/2 and the staggered field of magnitude of h(g A − g B )/2 on a system with uniform g ≡ 1 factors. Therefore in Fig. 2 , we contrast the T -h dependencies of several thermodynamic quantities for the three cases: nonuniform g A = 2 and g B = −3 (the top row), staggered g A = −g B = 2.5 (the middle row, which is of the AF type), and uniform g A = g B = 0.5 (the bottom row, which is of the FM type). Overall, the results for the g A = 2, g B = −3 case are FM-like in the low-h, low-T region. And they are AF-like in the high-h region especially near the zerotemperature critical field h c . Nevertheless, we notice two unusual features in the g A = 2, g B = −3 case. First, the low-h, high-T region is more AF-like. The other is that h c = 2J/(µ B Sg A ) depends on g A , not on g B . We elaborate the two anomalies below.
Zero-field susceptibility per site-χ(h → 0, T ) takes the following elegant two-component form:
The coexistence of the two components requires that g A and g B have different magnitude: |g A | = |g B |. Having exponents of opposite sign, the two components are of the FM and AF types, respectively. Eq. (2) is equivalent to the combined magnetic susceptibility of the FM chain with the uniform g = (g A + g B )/2 factors and the AF chain with the uniform g = (g A − g B )/2 factors, which used to be called uniform and staggered susceptibilities, respectively [17] . The results for the realistic values of g A = 2 and g B = −3 in Sr 3 CuIrO 6 are presented in Figs. 3(a)(b) . They agree qualitatively with the experimental results [3] , indicating that the FM Ising chain model with such nonuniform g factors captures the essential physics of this copper-iridium oxide. The spin frustration takes place when the two terms in Eq. (2) are comparable. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , the FM term dominates at low T and the AF one dominates at high T . The two terms become equal at
The physical constraint of T f ≥ 0 requires [cf. Fig. 3(c) ]
Otherwise, for Jg A g B > 0, T f < 0 is unphysical [ Fig. 3(c) ]. Hence, to generate frustration in ferromagnets (J > 0), the g-factors must have not only different magnitudes but also different signs.
To illustrate the effects of the requirement in Eq. (4), we present χ(0, T ) for a variety of g B /g A [14] while fixing J = 1 in Fig. 3(d) . For the cases of g B /g A < 0 (solid lines), χ(0, T ) tends to dip down at an intermediate temperature near T f , signaling the coexistence of comparable FM and AF components. On the other hand, for the cases of g B /g A > 0 (dashed lines), the FM component dominates and frustration vanishes. One may get the intuition for the requirement as follows. For FM J > 0, g A and g B have opposite signs; thus, sufficiently strong h will induce the AF alignment of the spins, interfering with the FM J. Nevertheless, it is striking that the spin frustration takes place even at h → 0.
The generic method for distinguishing the exchange interactions is to characterize the high-temperature behavior of the magnetic susceptibility using the Curie-Weiss form of χ = C/(T − θ) with θ > 0, = 0, and < 0 corresponding to the FM, paramagnetic, and AF types, respectively. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3(b) , the high-T expansion of Eq. (2) follows the Curie-Weiss law with
The constraint Jg A g B < 0 in Eq. (4) yields θ < 0, which suggests the existence of AF exchange interaction [3] . However, this is a pure illusion. "Half Fire, Half Ice" CP-Furthermore, we found that the zero-temperature CP at h c in the present case of nonuniform g-factors is qualitatively different from that in the usual case of g A = −g B . We analyze the T = 0 properties of the model Eq. (1) as a function of h. The magnetization per site is given by
At the critical field h c = 2J/(µ B Sg A ), the magnetization is µ B S|g B /2|, which is independent of g A . This means that the spins on the B sublattice are fully ordered, while the spins on the A sublattice do not contribute to the magnetization. Moreover, the entropy per site reads
Since the fully ordered spins on the B-sublattice contribute nothing to the entropy, Eq. (7) means that the spins on the A-sublattice are fully disordered, which would be usually imaged to occur at infinite temperature. Thus, the spins are said to be hotter than fire on the A-sublattice but colder than ice on the B-sublattice, as artistically illustrated in Fig. 1(e) . In comparison, the conventional Ising model with J > 0 and −g B = g A = g has equal contribution from the A-and B-sublattices by symmetry, yield-
2 ) ≈ 0.694 k B ln 2, which are not the −g B = g A limit of Eqs. (6) and (7). The entropy is 0.347 k B ln 2 per sublattice, smaller than 0.5 k B ln 2, which means the two sublattices are still correlated in short ranges at the CP. Indeed, the correlation function σ i σ i+1 = 1 − 2/ √ 5 ≈ 0.106 at the CP for −g B = g A but it is zero for −g B > g A (see Supplementary Material [11] ). Therefore, the 'halffire, half-ice' phase is identified as a new phase.
More specifically, as shown in Fig. 4 , for strong field |h| > h c , both the normal and the present cases have similar AF spin configuration of |+ − + − · · · at low T , which gains energy from the h term to overcome the energy cost from the J term. On the other hand, for FIG. 4 . Color maps of the T −h dependencies of the sublattice magnetization σi∈A , σi∈B , and the nearest-neighbor correlation function σiσi+1 for the nonuniform g-factors gA = 2 and gB = −3 (top row) and uniformly staggered g-factors gA = −gB = 2 (bottom row). J = 1. weak field |h| < h c , the normal case's ground state is degenerate with the FM |+ + + + · · · and |− − − − · · · spin configurations, exhibiting σ i∈A = σ i∈B = 0 and σ i σ i+1 = 1, which gains energy from the J term but nothing from the h term. This degeneracy due to the g A = −g B symmetry is lifted by g A < −g B , yielding the single spin configuration of |− − − − · · · , which gains energy from both the J and h terms. The above distinct behaviors for |h| < h c lead to the distinct CP's at |h| = h c : It is now the normal case that gains energy from both the J and h terms with σ i∈A = − σ i∈B = 1/ √ 5 and σ i σ i+1 ≈ 0.106, while the present case gains energy from the h term but nothing from the J term. Fig. 4 (top panel) also clearly shows that the 'half fire, half ice' state survives a wide temperature range near h c .
Being a highly degenerate state the 'half fire, half ice' CP strongly responds to perturbations, such as the transverse exchange interaction −J ⊥ i (S
known to be present in Sr 3 CuIrO 6 [9] . At the CP, the B-sublattice spins are frozen in one direction and the A-sublattice spins are "paramagnetic." Thus, the Asublattice spins can interact with each other via the virtual processes that flip the B-sublattice spins. Hence the vicinity of the CP is described by the effective XY model
where
with ∆ = |2h c µ B g B S| being the energy cost to flip one B-sublattice spin. This model is exactly solvable by means of Jordan-Wigner transformation which reduces it to the model of noninteracting fermions with the spectrum (k) = |h eff | − J eff cos k. Hence it remains quantum critical for |h eff | < J eff . The complete J ⊥ − h phase diagram as well as the responses to other stimuli such as the transverse field will be published elsewhere.
Discussion.-Nonuniform g-factors have been of interest in the studies of magnetic crystals [17] [18] [19] and clusters [20] , predominantly with pure 3d or pure 5d magnetic ions. The present exploration of the parameter space of Jg A g B < 0 and |g A | = |g B | is motivated by studying the mixed 3d − 5d materials [9] . In particular, to see how unusual it is to reach the opposite signed g A and g B for FM J > 0, g A = g B was assumed in previous studies of Sr 3 CuIrO 6 [7, 8] . We anticipate the understanding presented here to be widely relevant to other mixed 3d − 5d transition-metal compounds, e.g., the 'partial fire, partial ice' CP at which the spins with larger and smaller |g i | are frozen and boiling, respectively, in the other copperiridium oxides [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Last but not least, the sign of J is not a prerequisite in the above analysis. With the constraint of Jg A g B < 0, it is equally acceptable to have AF J < 0 and g A g B > 0. This is achieved by the transformation σ i → −σ i for sites in the B-sublattice only and the substitutions J → −J and g B → −g B in Eq. (1). Then, the AF exchange interaction implied by the high-T Curie-Weiss behavior is real, while the low-T response is FM-like. When the magnitudes of the g-factors are similar [c.f. the curve for g B /g A = −1.01% or −1.1% in Fig. 3(d) ], χ(0, T ) looks like the susceptibility of many antiferromagnets, which goes down as T decreases from the Néel temperature but mysteriously jumps up at very low T . The jump used to be attributed to the presence of magnetic impurity; the above results now offer an alternative mechanism. Most importantly, the analogous solution with AF exchange interaction greatly enlarges the range of materials containing the nonuniform g-factor induced frustration.
In summary, we have revealed novel magnetic frustration and an exotic 'half fire, half ice' critical point in the Ising model with nonuniform g-factors. We have shown that these unusual g-factor effects are essential to understanding the mixed copper-iridium oxides. Considering the wide range of applications of the Ising model, we anticipate to realize the frustration and 'partial fire, partial ice' states in lattice gas and neuron systems as well.
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